
Assignment What evidence accountability due by Point value
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You have already noticed that the bar has been raised.  This is good.  We have a year to 
work on finding our comfort zone with that bar.  The more you engage, the faster it will lower 
itself. So-- While you have down time, I strongly recommend that you work on building your 
vocabulary and listening skills.  I have given some specific assignments which should take 
60-90 minutes every other week.  I suggest you go beyond these assignments and access 
the digital files available to you both through the learning site and quizlet.  In addition, 
viewing videos on Netflix, or viewing videos and reading articles on German news/tv 
websites will definitely benefit you.  Here are some: www.spiegel.de;  www.dw.de; ard.de, 
sueddeutsche.de; zdf.de; ndr.de; https://tvthek.orf.at/ (Austrian)  Your pride will show! self

1

1. Go to the learning site and watch the video: "Übersicht-Social Media" and answer the 
questions.   2. go to www.spiegel.de.  Select Wissenschaft from the bar at the top.  Select 
Video.  Choose a video and watch it.  Capture the hyperlink for your video

Assignment 1 on learning site.  Assignment 2: Start with the hyperlink for your video. 
Write a paragraph in German, summarizing the key points.  Write a second paragraph 
with your reaction--agreement or disagreement, what you leaned, how this might 
affect your life or that of others. (the content of the second paragraph will vary, 
depending on your video choice)

email me your response 
rmacdonald@devonprep.
com 19 June

listening 50; video 
assignment 100 (after 
2nd draft)
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Go to the learning site and complete: 1 "DIe Sozialen Medien in einer Familie"--a speaking 
presentation AND 2: Wie oft soziale Netzwerke? ein Blog-Eintrag AND 3 correct your writing 
from assignment 1  AND study BLickwinkel vocab 2/4

2 assignments on learning site; return corrected writing from assignment 1;  AND take 
the quizlet quiz by selecting written format and checking both English and German results on learning site 3 July 50 points each learning site

3 On learning site, access "Wohngemeinschaften"--read the 2 sources and write a response 1 assignment on learning site results on learning site 17 July 200 points (after rewrite)

4 go on quizlet and learn Vok 3/1 and 3/2 for Neue Blickwinkel AND correct your writing from assignment 3
take the (2) tests, selecting written format, checking both English and German; return 
corrected writing send me your results 31 July 100 points each

5

1. Learn Vok 3/3 on quizlet .   2.You have a choice of website: Go to www.spiegel.de as in 
the first assignment, or www.dw.de under "Wissen & Umwelt" and find a video to watch.  Be 
sure to capture the hyperlink for your video.

1. Take the quizlet test--see assignment 4.  For the Second part, Start with the 
hyperlink for your video. Write a paragraph in German, summarizing the key points.  
Write a second paragraph with your reaction--agreement or disagreement, what you 
leaned, how this might affect your life or that of others. (the content of the second 
paragraph will vary, depending on your video choice) send me your results 14 August

100 point quiz, 100 point 
writing after corrected

6

Learn Vok 3/4 on quizlet   2.You have a choice of website: Go to www.spiegel.de as in the 
first assignment, or www.dw.de under "Wissen & Umwelt" and find a video to watch.  Be 
sure to capture the hyperlink for your video.  AND 3.correct your writing from assignment 5.

1. Take the quizlet test--see assignment 4.  For the Second part, Start with the 
hyperlink for your video. Write a paragraph in German, summarizing the key points.  
Write a second paragraph with your reaction--agreement or disagreement, what you 
leaned, how this might affect your life or that of others. (the content of the second 
paragraph will vary, depending on your video choice); return corrected assigenment 5 
writing send me your results 28 August

100 point quiz; 100 point 
writing after corrected 
(during school year)


